eTMS - Weigh In
Weigh In
Each wrestler entered into the tournament will be issued with a weigh in card for each entry.

The card will contain a barcode that is unique to the entry and tournament.
(i.e. If this wrestler entered for the FS U/57kg bracket he will have a separate card and entry for that bracket
entry).
The wrestler will use this card to complete his medical and weight in for the specific tournament.
1. Physical Weigh In
After the medical examination has been completed and the wrestler has passed his medical examination he
proceeds to the weigh in station for the official weigh in.
a. Using Barcode Scanner
The scale official responsible for calling of the weight from the scale will scan the barcode.
eTMS will populate the barcode id field and display the wrestler’s entry information screen for weigh
in.
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b. Typing in Barcode ID manually
For those tournaments that do not have Barcode Scanners the official responsible for capturing the
weights can populate the Barcode ID field manually using the number directly under the barcode on
the weigh in card and then click on the ‘SEARC’H button.

eTMS will display the wrestler’s entry information screen for weigh in.
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2. Capturing Weight on eTMS
eTMS will display the wrestler’s photo, name, registration number, date of birth and age on the left hand side
of the screen, this information can be used to verify that the correct wrestler is present for the weigh in with
the correct weigh in card.
IMPORTANT: Weigh in must be done per card/entry (i.e. for every bracket the wrestler entered in for this
tournament and a weight must be captured for each of the brackets individually.)
(Note: Weigh-in Cards are unique to tournaments and cannot be used at any other tournaments.)

Also on the left hand side of the screen eTMS will display all the brackets the wrestler has registered for.
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(Note: The wrestler can withdraw for one or all of the brackets registered for. The official responsible clicks
on the “Withdraw” button next to the bracket the wrestler would like to withdraw from.)



The first scale official reads the wrestler weight from the scale.
The official responsible for capturing the weight types the weight in and clicks the “Capture” button.

IMPORTANT: Read the numbers individually to avoid confusion eg. “Five-Seven-Point Four” or “Vyf-Sewe-PuntVier” as opposed to “Fifty Seven Point Four” or “Sewe en Vyftig punt Vier”.



Type the weight into the block next to the “Weight” as per the scale reading.
Select the blue Capture button to accept the weight entered and read the instructions/request that
follow as per below options.

.
a. Weight below the minimum allowed weight
Should the weight that the wrestler weighs in at fall below the minimum allowed weight of that
bracket registered for, eTMS will process a weight change automatically. The wrestler will not be
given the opportunity to gain weight.
The wrestler must be informed to go to the tournament secretary to confirm the weight change and
pay any administration fee due.
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b. Weight above the maximum allowed weight
Should the weight that the wrestler weighs in at fall above the maximum allowed weight of that
bracket registered for, eTMS will give the wrestler the option of accepting the weight change or to
decline it and to further attempt to lose weight, and to return to weigh in station to complete the
weigh in before the weigh in period is over.




If the wrestler does not want to accept the weight change and continue wit the efforts to
drop the weight, select the red ‘Reject’ button, hand the wrestler the weigh in card and
continue onto the next wrestler – the screen will reset to the screen used to scan the
barcode.
Should the wrestler accept the weight change select the green ‘Accept’ button and the
wrestler and inform the wrestler to go to the tournament secretary to confirm weight change
and pay any administration fee due.

c. Weight exactly on the border of the bracket entered for
Should the weight that the wrestler weighs in at weigh fall exactly on the border of the bracket
registered for and the bracket above or below, eTMS will give the wrestler the option to choose
which bracket to enter for.
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Move to the new bracket – select the choice presented and click the update button. This is
now a weight change and the wrestler must be informed to go to the tournament secretary
and conform the weight change and pay any administration fee due.

IMPORTANT: Please take a minute and make sure you select the correct one as this will impact on the
wrestler should you make a mistake.

d. Weight in within the limits of the bracket entered for
Should the weight that the wrestler weighs in at weigh in be within the limits of the bracket
registered for, eTMS will give you a choice to accept or cancel the weigh in.
As soon as the weight of a wrester has been accepted by the scale official, eTMS will display the wrestler’s
final bracket information:



actual weight for each bracket; and
the lot number randomly allocated to the wrestler

IMPORTANT: The wrestler is entitled to this information as his placement on the bracket’s pairing sheet is
determined by the number drawn and if requested the official should allow the wrestler access to this
information.

3. Wrestler missed medical and try to weigh in
If the wrestler skips the medical examination and moves directly to the weigh in station the following
message will be displayed at the weigh in station when he presents his card – “Medical Check has not been
completed” and the weigh in officials will send him back to the medical station.
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4. Printing and Availability of Strapping and TUE Forms
After the weigh in process has been finalised the tournament secretary will print the strapping list for the
officials and it is also available throughout the day on the eTMS system.
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